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Abstract
The rst part of this paper is another English translation of [16]. It gives a
natural denition of a nite Bernoulli sequence (i.e., a typical realization of
a nite sequence of binary IID trials) and compares it with the Kolmogorov
Martin-L
of denition, which is interpreted as dening exchangeable sequences.
The appendix gives the historical background and proofs.
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This note gives a denition of a Bernoulli sequence, i.e., a nite sequence
of 0s and 1s that is random with respect to the class of Bernoulli measures.
Our denition is dierent from A. N. Kolmogorov's [1] and more similar to the
denition in [2]; for terminological convenience, sequences random in the sense
of [1] will be called collectives.
Denote by X the union of the following sets: 2∗ , the set of all nite sequences
of 0s and 1s, N ∗ , the set of all nite sequences of natural numbers, N , the set
of all natural numbers, and F(N ), the set of all nite subsets of the set N (a
nite subset of N is identied with the list of its elements in increasing order).
The set X dened in this way contains all objects that we will need.
A description method is a partial function B : 2∗ × X → X that has an
algorithm computing its values (the reader not familiar with the theory of algorithms can safely rely on his intuitive idea of computability). The length of
a shortest p such that B(p, y) = x will be denoted KB (x | y) and called the
complexity of x given y under the description method B .
1.

There exists a description method A(p, y) such that, for any description method B(p, y),

Lemma 1.

KA (x | y) ≤ KB (x | y) + C,

where C is a constant that does not depend on x and y.
A description method is prex if, for any p ∈ 2∗ and p0 ∈ 2∗ such that p is
a prex of p0 , B(p, y) = B(p0 , y) for all y ∈ X . Lemma 1 will remain true if
description method is replaced by prex description method.
Let us x a description method A satisfying Lemma 1; KA (x | y) will be
denoted K(x | y) and called the complexity of x given y . The prex complexity
KP (x | Y ) of x given y is dened similarly. Proofs of the assertions made above
can be found in [3].
Denote by 2(n) the set of all sequences in 2∗ of length n. Let p ∈ [0, 1]
and n > 0 be an integer. On the set 2(n) dene the Bernoulli measure with
parameters (n, p) as follows: for any x ∈ 2(n) set P {x} = pk (1−p)n−k , where k is
the number of 1s in x. On the set {0, 1, . . . , n}
 dene the binomial measure with
parameters (n, p) by the equality P {k} = nk pk (1 − p)n−k for all k = 0, 1, . . . , n.
With each Bernoulli (binomial) measure P with parameters (n, p) associate
an integer-valued function T (x | P ) of the variable x ∈ 2(n) (in the case of a
binomial measure, x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}) so that:

2.

(1) E2T (x|P ) ≤ 1, where E stands for the mean under the measure P .
(2) As function of x and P , the function T is lower semicomputable. This
means that there exists an algorithm A such that: given n, x, and an
oracle that for each i ∈ N outputs a rational number ai satisfying
|ai − p| ≤ 2−i (of course, the sequence ai does not have to be computable),
1

A enumerates a nondecreasing sequence of integer numbers mj such that
supj mj = T (x | P ); it is required that A should work correctly for an
arbitrary oracle (for oracular computability, see [4]).
Such functions T will be called
(1) rst appeared in [5].
Lemma 2.

tests (for randomness). A condition similar to

There exists a test D(x | P ) such that, for any test T (x | P ),
D(x | P ) ≥ T (x | P ) − C,

where C does not depend on x and P .
The test D(x | P ) in Lemma 2 will be called the

x

with respect to the measure P .

randomness deciency of

The Bernoulliness deciency DBernoul (x) of a sequence x ∈ 2(n) is dened to
be inf D(x | P ), where the inf is over the Bernoulli measures with parameters
(n, p) for all p ∈ [0, 1]. Similarly, for a number k in {0, 1, . . . , n} dene the
binomiality deciency Dbinom
(k) as inf D(k | P ); here the inf is over the binomial
n
measures. A sequence in 2∗ is called Bernoulli if its Bernoulliness deciency is
small. We speak of a binomial number in a similar sense.

3.

Theorem 1.

If x ∈ 2(n) contains k 1s, then


 

n
DBernoul (x) − log2
− KP (x | n, k, Dbinom
(k))
= Dbinom
(k) + O(1). (1)
n
n
k

According to [1], the x in (1) is a collective if log2 nk − K(x | n, k) is small
(intuitively, this means that the complexity of x in the class of sequences in 2(n)
containing k 1s is close to maximal).
The expression in square brackets in (1) is

(k).
completely analogous to log2 nk − K(x | n, k), except for the term Dbinom
n
We can get rid of it at the expense of a certain loss of sharpness.
Corollary.

For a xed  > 0,


 

n
Bernoul
Dbinom
(k)
−
O(1)
≤
D
(x)
−
log
−
KP
(x
|
n,
k)
2
n
k
≤ (1 + ) Dbinom
(k) + O(1).
n
The word xed in the statement of the corollary means
 that |O(1)| is
bounded by a value that depends on . The quantities log2 nk − KP (x | n, k)
and log2 nk − K(x | n, k) dier by at most

 

n
2 log2 log2
− K(x | n, k) + 1 + O(1)
k
(we refer to this as coincidence to within 2 log).
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Therefore, our denition of Bernoulliness adds to the requirement of nearly
maximal complexity of x in the class of sequences in 2∗ with the same length
and the same number of 1s as x the requirement of binomiality of the number of
1s. It turns out that binomiality deciency can be characterized in complexitytheoretic terms; this gives a complexity-theoretic characterization of Bernoulli
sequences.
If A is a partition (of a set into disjoint subsets), A(k) denotes the element
of the partition containing k .
Theorem 2.

Let n > 0 be an integer. Set
ks =

n
2



s
1 − cos √
n



√

for s = 0, 1, . . . , bπ nc,

(2)

where b·c is integer part. Denote by A the partition
of the set {0,
√
√ 1, . . . , n}
into the subsets [ks , ks+1 ), where s = 0, 1, . . . , bπ nc (for s = bπ nc we set
ks+1 = +∞). If k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n},
Dbinom
(k) = log2 |A| − KP (k | n, A(k)) + O(1).
n

(3)

The right-hand side of (3) coincides with log2 |A| − K(k | n, A(k)) to within
2 log. Notice the following properties of the partition A. The sets {0} and {n}
are in A. If k 6= 0 and k 6= n,
r
k(n − k) O(1)
|A(k)| =
·2
.
n
It is easy to see that

r

k(n − k)
=
n

s
n

k
n


1−

k
n



is an estimate of the standard deviation of the number of 1s.
The author is deeply grateful to his supervisor A. N. Kolmogorov for valuable
discussions. V. V. V'yugin's and A. K. Zvonkin's comments contributed to the
improvement of this note, and the author expresses his sincere gratitude to
them.
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A Historical background
Kolmogorov's denition of Bernoulliness was part of his project of creating new
mathematical foundations for applications of probability. By that time, the
measure-theoretic foundations for the theory of probability clearly articulated
in his Grundbegrie [8] had been accepted by the community of researchers
working in mathematical probability and statistics (see, e.g., [14]; an important
role in the acceptance belonged to Doob's 1953 book [7]). In his approach
to the foundations of applications of probability, Kolmogorov followed Richard
von Mises (referring to [13] in Section I.2 of [8]). Richard von Mises suggested
frequentist foundations based on the notion of a collective; his original denition
was not rigorous, but two dierent formalizations were suggested by Abraham
Wald [19] and Alonzo Church [6]. Collectives are often regarded as the rst
attempt to dene the notion of a random sequence (roughly, a sequence that
is a typical realization of a sequence of independent and identically distributed
trials).
Kolmogorov regarded collectives as important only for foundations of applications of probability. He believed that there was no need to change the
existing foundations of the theory of probability based on Kolmogorov's [8] axioms: there is no need whatsoever to change the established construction of the
mathematical probability theory on the basis on the general theory of measure
([11], Section 6).
Kolmogorov's rst attempt to bring von Mises's innitary notion of collectives closer to the needs of practice was his 1963 paper [9]. After introducing his
algorithmic notion of complexity in 1965 [10], Kolmogorov used it in [1] to dene
a nitary notion of a binary collective that was in some sense universal (being
based on a universal notion of algorithmic complexity) and so immune to known
examples showing the inadequacy of collectives as formalization of random sequences (such as Ville's [15] demonstration that collectives do not necessarily
satisfy the conclusion of the law of the iterated logarithm). The same denition
was published earlier by Per Martin-Lof ([12], Section VI), Kolmogorov's PhD
student.
Kolmogorov and Martin-L
of used the term Bernoulli sequences for their
formalization of random sequences, since they considered only the case of binary
random sequences, where the goal is to formalize typical realizations of repeated
independent Bernoulli trials. (Kolmogorov was very much against what he regarded as premature generalizations and insisted that the simple binary case
should be understood rst.)
Two important features of Kolmogorov's approach to foundations of applications of probability were its nitary character (we do not often see innite
sequences around us, do we?) and avoiding probability measures when dening
random sequences. (Perhaps probability measures were to reappear at a later
stage as frequencies in random sequences, as in von Mises's writings.) However,
his PhD students, rst of all Per Martin-L
of [12] and Leonid Levin [2, 5] were
quick to bring into Kolmogorov's theory both aspects that Kolmogorov himself
avoided (innite sequences and probability measures). In terms of probability
5

measures, Kolmogorov's preferred notion of randomness could be expressed as
randomness with respect to uniform probability measures on nite sets.

B This note
Note [16] dened Bernoulliness as randomness with respect to the class of
Bernoulli measures and compared the resulting notion with that of Kolmogorov
[1] and Martin-L
of [12]. The latter was identied with the randomness with
respect to the exchangeable distributions (4) (without mentioning them explicitly). The rst main result (Theorem 1) of [16] was that the Bernoulliness
deciency decomposes into the sum of the exchangeability deciency and the
binomiality deciency of the number of 1s, where the binomiality deciency is
dened to be the randomness with respect to the class of binomial measures.
The second main result (Theorem 2) expressed the binomiality deciency of a
number k in Kolmogorov's preferred terms, as the randomness deciency of k
with respect to the uniform probability measure on a certain neighbourhood
of k . Therefore, the new notion of Bernoulliness as a whole was expressed in
Kolmogorov's preferred terms.
Note [16] was published in a Russian journal routinely translated into English
cover-to-cover. The current translation uses the one in [16] but follows the
Russian original somewhat less closely. In particular, it sets the terms being
dened (such as description method, complexity, etc.) in italics.

C Proofs
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 in [16] have never been published, but they are
not dicult to extract from the existing publications, such as [18] (Theorem 1)
and [17] (Lemmas 13). This section will spell them out.

Proof of Theorem 1
Let us set, for x ∈ 2(n) and y ∈ X ,
exch

D

 
n
(x | y) := log2
− KP (x | n, k, y),
k

(4)

where k is the number of 1s in x. This is the exchangeability deciency of x
(the randomness deciency inf P D(x | P ; y) with respect to all exchangeable
distributions P on 2(n) , conditioned on knowing y ). In terms of Dexch , our goal
(1) can be rewritten as

DBernoul (x) = Dexch (x | Dbinom
(k)) + Dbinom
(k) + O(1).
n
n

(5)

According to Theorem 1 in [18], we have

D(x | Bn,p ) = D(k | binn,p ) + D(x | 2nk ; D(k | binn,p )) + O(1)
6

(6)

where Bn,p is the Bernoulli measure with parameters (n, p), binn,p is the binomial measure with parameters (n, p), k is the number of 1s in x, 2nk is the set of
all sequences in 2(n) with k 1s (identied with the uniform probability measure
on this set), and D(x | 2nk ; D(k | binn,p )) stands for the randomness deciency
of x in 2nk conditioned on knowing D(k | binn,p ). (Namely, (6) is obtained from
the equation in Theorem 1 in [18] by applying log to both sides; this is needed
since the exposition in [18] is in terms of level of impossibility 2−D , where D
is randomness deciency.)
Roughly, (5) corresponds to minimizing both sides of (6) over p ∈ [0, 1]; this
works because of the following theorem (which is a version of Theorem 2 in
[17]).
Theorem 3.

that

There exists a computable point estimator E : 2∗ → [0, 1] such

and

DBernoul (x) = D(x | Bn,E(x) ) + O(1)

(7)

Dbinom
(k) = D(k | binn,E(x) ) + O(1),
n

(8)

where x ranges over 2∗ , n is the length of x, and k is the number of 1s in x.
An estimator E satisfying the conditions in Theorem 3 is described at the
beginning of Subsection 4.1 of [17]. For agreement with that paper, let us replace
the partition (2) by the equivalent partition (cf. the identity 1 − cos(2α) =
2 sin2 α and Lemma 1 in [17])

a
θa = n sin2 √
n

√
a = 0, 1, . . . , bπ nc.

for

It will
√ be convenient (as in [17]) to allow a to be any number in the interval
[0, π n].
Theorem 3 and (6) immediately imply (5):

Dexch (x | Dbinom
(k)) + Dbinom
(k)
n
n
= D(x | 2nk ; D(k | binn,E(x) )) + D(k | binn,E(x) ) + O(1)
= D(x | Bn,E(x) ) + O(1) = DBernoul (x) + O(1).

Proof of Theorem 3. Let us check (7); the proof of (8) is similar. We are required to prove

D(x | Bn,p ) ≥ D(x | Bn,E(x) ) − O(1).
We will do this separately for the cases |a − â(x)| < 1 and |a − â(x)| ≥ 1, where
a is dened by θa = p and â is dened before Lemma 2 in [17].
If |a − â(x)| < 1,

D(x | Bn,p ) = − log2 Bn,p − KP (x | n, p) + O(1)
≥ − log2 Bn,E(x) − KP (x | n, E(x)) − O(1)
= D(x | Bn,E(x) ) − O(1),
7

where the inequality uses Lemma 2 in [17] (ensuring − log2 Bn,p ≥ − log2 Bn,E(x) −
O(1)) and KP (x | n, E(x)) ≥ KP (x | n, p) − O(1).
If |a − â(x)| ≥ 1,

D(x | Bn,p ) = − log2 Bn,p − KP (x | n, p) + O(1)
≥ − log2 Bn,E(x) +  |a − â(x)|
− KP (x | n, E(x)) − 2 log (|a − â(x)| + 1) − O(1)
≥ D(x | Bn,E(x) ) − O(1),
where  > 0 is a universal constant and the inequality uses Lemma 3 in [17] and
the standard bound KP (m) ≤ 2 log m + O(1) for m ∈ {1, 2, . . .}.

Proof of Theorem 2
Theorem 2 will follow from (8) in Theorem 3 and Lemma 2 in [17] if we show
that
Bp {|a − â(x)| < 1} ≥ 
for some universal constant  > 0, where again a and p are connected by θa = p.
This follows immediately from Corollary 3 of [17] and Chebyshev's inequality.
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